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As part of the administrative Aliyah process, you must present a letter
stating your eligibility status. This letter must meet strict conditions.
Read the following instructions carefully and make sure that the letter
fulfills all the conditions.
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What You Will Need:

Letter Stating Eligibility
This letter must:
be written on community letterhead
be written in Hebrew, English, French,
Russian, Portuguese or Spanish
be signed by the rabbi of the community in your country or, in his absence,
by the president and two other
members of the board of directors
(digital signature is not accepted)
include the stamp of the rabbi or
synagogue
clearly state your identification and
status:
a) Jewish by birth: state the mother's
full name
b) Child of a Jewish father: state the full
name of the father and paternal
grandmother
c) Grandchild of a Jewish grandfather:
state the full name of the grandfather
and your parent
d) Converted: state the rabbinical court
and year of conversion

Conversion
If you converted, the following additional
documents are required:
a letter of intent explaining why you
converted and how the process was
(in Hebrew or English)
proof of attendance to the giyur
classes
a certificate of conversion, signed by
the Beit Din
letters proving participation in the
community (at the time of conversion
and currently)

Conversion in Israel
If you converted through the Israeli
Rabbanut, only the following documents
are required:
Teudat Hamara/Gerut (Conversion
Certificate)
If relevant: Teudat Nissuin (Marriage
Certificate)

Important Notes:

No Alternative Document
Please note that the Ketubah or Brit Milah
certificate cannot replace this document!

Need help? Contact us:
www.shivat-zion.com/trouble-shooting

